H.Sherwood (4) introduced the concept of product of fuzzy groups (Fuzzy sets & fuzzy systems) and its properties. We define a new class of fuzzy groups called fuzzy dot group which is weaker than the standard fuzzy group defined by Rosenfeld (2) and characterize some properties of fuzzy dot groups.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by Zadeh (9).
Rosenfeld (2) used this concept to formulate the notion of fuzzy groups. Since then, many other fuzzy algebraic concepts based on the Rosenfeld's fuzzy groups were developed.
Anthony and Sherwood (1) redefined fuzzy groups in terms of t-norm which is replaced the min operations of Rosenfeld's definition. Some properties of these redefined fuzzy groups, which we call t-fuzzy groups, have been developed by Sherwood (4) , sessa (3), sidky and misherf (5) . However the definition of t-fuzzy groups seems to be too general.
A.Solairaju and R.Nagarajan (6) investigate the characterizations of weaker groups in terms of Rosenfeld groups. We define a new class of fuzzy group called fuzzy dot group which is weaker than the fuzzy groups defined by Rosenfeld's (2) , and characterize some properties of fuzzy dot groups. 
PRELIMINARIES

